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Welcome to Your Yorke Arms.
The Yorke Arms is a historical coaching inn located in Ramsgill, in
the heart of Nidderdale, in the Yorkshire Dales. With its traditional
décor with quirky features, stunning location, and complete
exclusivity, it is the ideal location for intimate weddings and
celebrations.
Everything about a wedding at The Yorke Arms is bespoke, from the
menus to the layouts and the level of formality. Our expert team
are dedicated to ensuring that every dream of the perfect day is
realised.
Whether you are looking for a traditional white wedding, a civil
partnership, a vow renewal, or an anniversary knees up, our team will
be delighted to discuss how to bring your imagination to life.

www.theyorkearms.co.uk
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Our Location
The Yorke Arms is in the heart of Nidderdale, arguably the most
spectacular of the Yorkshire Dales, and cited as an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty. Breathtaking scenery is all around The
Yorke Arms, starting with the babbling brook that runs along the
bottom of our pretty courtyard.
Your guests will not only be able to breathe the fresh Yorkshire air,
but also experience Yorkshire hospitality at its best, and with local
suppliers in abundance, the food we offer is fresh, seasonal, local
and delicious.
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“

The most wonderful venue. Beautiful food and amazing staff. Thank you so much
for having us.
It was a brilliant weekend. The staff were absolutely fantastic; polite, friendly and
very efficient.
We had a wonderful stay in beautiful surroundings with the kindest and most
accommodating staff. Thank you!
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Exclusively Yours
The Yorke Arms is the epitome of style and luxury. Steeped
in history and surrounded by the rolling hills, your guests
will be as blown away by the approach and scenery as by
the welcome and attention to detail.
“Fantastic venue, super attentive staff. Exactly perfect for
a small intimate wedding. Thank you.”
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The Yorke Arms will be yours exclusively throughout
your stay. Your only additional company will be our
team, who can be as present or as discreet as you
choose. They will be on hand throughout your stay to
cater for your every requirement and look after your
guests and their requests.
In addition to our bedrooms, The Yorke Arms has a
welcoming snug, comfortable sitting room, reception
hall, dining room, boot room and bar area, whilst
the exterior features a pretty courtyard and kitchen
garden, surrounded by rolling Dales countryside.
Your four legged friends are also welcome to join you
for your celebrations. Dogs are welcomed in the main
areas as well as in some of the bedrooms, just let our
team know who you’re planning to bring and we’ll look
after them with the same attention to detail as your
other guests.
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Whilst we are a stone’s throw from Ramsgill’s pretty
village church which can be used by our guests, we
also became licensed in 2020 to host civil ceremonies
on site. Whilst your guests relax in the bar or garden
with a drink, we can then re-set the ceremony room for
your intimate wedding breakfast for up to 33 people.
Our expert team have organised countless weddings,
and will be delighted to help every step of the way to
make our exclusive use wedding venue work perfectly
around your aspirations.
How to book your ceremony
We are licensed for civil ceremonies in our Dining
Room, please contact Harrogate Registry office on
01609 532154 to book your date and time slot. You
must hold your ceremony within 12 months of
giving notice.
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Rooms
There are 17 individually designed rooms and suites, sleeping up to
33 people. Each has been meticulously appointed with comfortable
and welcoming furnishings, as well as some little quirks that
are unique to each room. All of the rooms and suites are for the
exclusive use of your guests. As the guest you can either allocate
the rooms yourself or have us do it for you. The only challenge you
have is which to choose. After a day of enjoying the beauties of
Nidderdale and Your Yorke Arms, you can sink into restful slumber
amongst optimum comfort and luxury.
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Your food, your way
The food rules are, there are no rules! If you want fish and chips,
that’s totally fine. If you’d prefer a six course tasting menu from a
renowned chef with wine pairing from our well-equipped cellar,
that’s fine too. Perhaps you’d like a fancy celebration dinner on your
first night, and pie and mash to soak up the excesses the following
day. Our expert events team will work with you to create the perfect
culinary match to your Yorke Arms experience.
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Our Spaces
Our flexible spaces can be laid out
however best to suit your party. If you’d
like a different layout for different times,
that’s fine. Tables of two for breakfast
and a large table for 33 for lunch? No
problem. The team will work with you to
create the perfect combination of layouts
and settings to match the mood of the
moment and ensure that your event
remains fresh and exciting, even if you
decide it needs to go on for a few days.
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Get in touch
Our team would be delighted to talk to you to discuss your
wedding in more detail. Please do contact us.
privatehire@theyorkearms.co.uk
or call on
01423 755243

Ramsgill-in-Nidderdale,
Pateley Bridge,
Harrogate,
HG3 5RL
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